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Mrvice Iz Dnevnog Boravka Ppt Mrvice Iz Dnevnog Boravka Ppt Mrvice Iz Dnevnog Boravka PptThe present invention relates to a tandem type color laser beam printer and a method for printing data, such as a color image, in a tandem type color laser beam printer. The present invention relates to a
method for forming dot positions, in case of printing data comprising plural print data, by a plurality of printing apparatuses of different colors for each row of dots. A tandem type color laser beam printer is composed of a plurality of print engines arranged in the form of a tandem. For example, in a
tandem type color laser beam printer, a first print engine for a first color, such as black, a second print engine for a second color, such as cyan, a third print engine for a third color, such as magenta, and a fourth print engine for a fourth color, such as yellow are arranged. In the tandem type color
laser beam printer, printing can be performed by each of the print engines using a different color, so that a color image of good quality can be printed in a higher speed. In the first print engine, a printing operation using the first color is performed. In the second print engine, a printing operation

using the second color is performed. In the third print engine, a printing operation using the third color is performed. In the fourth print engine, a printing operation using the fourth color is performed. In the tandem type color laser beam printer, each of the print engines is capable of performing a
printing operation using only a single color. Therefore, the first print engine and the third print engine are arranged to perform a printing operation using only the first and the third color, respectively. On the other hand, the second print engine and the fourth print engine are arranged to perform a

printing operation using only the second and the fourth color, respectively. Thus, each of the print engines comprises a single print module. That is, the single color printing operation in a single print module can be performed by a printing operation using only a single color. In each of the print
modules for the first print engine and the third print engine, a plurality of print wheels are arranged to face a paper, such as a platen, for supporting the paper thereon. That is, a printing operation for a first print process on a first printing region is performed using one of the print wheels. Thus, a

printing operation
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